
It is one thing to say that an infrastructure project is sustainable and resilient, fights climate change, addresses
environmental justice, creates local jobs, and spurs economic recovery, it's another thing to prove it. Envision verification
provides that proof. 

Verification is an objective, evidence-based approach that lends credibility to your project, and it showcases that the
project is aligned with your community's needs and expectations. 

Infrastructure owners, their consultants, and contractors who engage in the verification process feel a sense of
accomplishment by demonstrating their work's ingenuity. There are “aha” moments that will change individual and
team perspectives and lead to valuable insights for future projects. 

Envision verification focuses on collaboration among internal and external project stakeholders to advance industry
best practices and promote innovation.

Verification demonstrates that your project meets environmental, social, and economic standards.

Exhibits accountability, improves project management processes, and elevates  learning opportunities for
stakeholders.

Satisifies local, state, provincial, and federal regulatory requirements.

Collaborate. Document. Validate. Achieve.

Envision
Project Verification

WHY SEEK VERIFICATION? 

SHOWCASE YOUR PROJECT'S VALUE WITH ENVISION VERIFICATION
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VERIFICATION PATHWAYS

Creates jobs & stimulates 
the economy.

Is cost-effective & leads to long-
term operational efficiencies.

Reduces water & energy usage.
Encourages sustainable 

material use.

Promotes social equity and
community cohesion.

Improves public health, safety,
and access to essential services.

Leads to significant reductions
in GHG emissions & achieves

carbon-neutral targets. 

Protects and restores habitats.

There are two verification pathways: Pathway A allows you to pursue Envision verification during a project’s
design phase. Pathway B allows you to purse verification after construction is complete.

COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTIONS 

Extends learning opportunities and knowledge of
sustainable practices and processes.

Helps teams clearly define and document their
sustainable, resilient, and equitable achievements.  

Encourages and rewards industry best practices,
inclusive engagement, and sustainable performance
to bolster community confidence. 

Instills confidence in ratepayers and taxpayers that
their money is being well spent. 

Promotes collaboration and provides opportunities
for better dialogue, innovation, and critical thinking.

Award levels are based on
the percentage of

applicable Envision 
points attained 
in verification. 

ENVISION AWARDS

VERIFICATION  BENEFITS 


